This paper deals with the phonetic syllable and sonority in signed language. Specifically, the paper investigates, on the basis of motion capture data from Finnish Sign Language, the Acceleration Peak Hypothesis, according to which the sonority peak that defines the empirical syllable corresponds physically to an acceleration peak. The prerequisite for the hypothesis to be supported was that acceleration peaks should be found only in syllables and that each syllable should contain only one such peak. Results based on measuring the acceleration of the movement of the tip of the dominant hand index finger show that the number of acceleration peaks in syllables can vary from zero to three and that acceleration peaks can also be found in transitions preceding and following the syllable. Furthermore, the highest acceleration peaks associated equally with syllables and transitions. Consequently, the Acceleration Peak Hypothesis was not supported by the study. Alternatives for the physical basis of sonority as well as more general implications for research into the signed syllable are discussed.
Introduction
This paper investigates the phonetic nature and sonority of signed language syllables. In the paper, sonority is understood generally as perceptual salience (e.g. Ohala and Kawasaki 1984; Ohala 1990; Brentari 1998) and syllables are approached as units including only one sonority peak (e.g. Blevins 1995; Jantunen and Takkinen 2010). These very broad definitions are assumed to apply to sonority and syllables in both spoken and signed language. However, the main conclusion of the paper is that in signed language the empirical essence of sonority is still poorly known and that, consequently, the empirical link of the signed syllable may not be as straightforward and obvious as it is considered to be in the case of the spoken syllable.
The signed syllable has been a unit of increasing interest in sign language linguistics since the early 1980s. Most notably, the syllable has been investigated in American Sign Language (e.g. Wilbur 1990b; Perlmutter 1992; Sandler 1993; Brentari 1998) , but during the last decade it has also come to be studied in a number of other sign languages. These include, for example, the Sign Language of the Netherlands (van der Kooij 2002; van der Kooij and Crasborn 2008), Israeli Sign Language (Nespor and Sandler 1999; Sandler and Lillo-Martin 2006) , and Finnish Sign Language (Jantunen 2007 (Jantunen , 2009 Jantunen and Takkinen 2010) .
The most usual perspective from which the signed syllable has been researched is that of formal phonology (e.g. Perlmutter 1992; Sandler 1993; Brentari 1998) . Only a small number of studies have focused on the concrete phonetic nature of the syllable. These include, for example, Wilbur and Nolen's (1986) early description of the durations of syllables in American Sign Language, as well as several experiments in which the internal phonetic structure of the syllable has been explored (e.g. Allen, Wilbur, and Schick 1991; Wilbur and Allen 1991) . Despite the relative lack of phonetic studies, the signed syllable has nevertheless definitely been considered to be a phonetic unit by mainstream research. This is evidenced, for example, by the continuing tradition of defining the signed syllable, like its spoken language counterpart, in terms of sonority as a unit that forms around a single sonority peak (e.g. Corina 1990; Perlmutter 1992; Sandler 1993; Brentari 1998; Jantunen and Takkinen 2010) . Whereas in spoken syllables these peaks typically coincide with vowels (e.g. Hooper 1976; Selkirk 1984) , characterised by relatively high intensity and loudness (e.g. Parker 2002 (e.g. Parker , 2008 , in signed syllables they are associated with phonologically definable movements, considered to be the moments mostly responsible for enhancing the visibility of the signing.
Studies that have investigated the internal perceptually relevant characteristics of manual movements have indicated that sonority peaks in signed language may be considered to correlate specifically with the moments of high acceleration of the articulator (e.g. Wilbur 1990b; Wilcox 1992; Luck and Sloboda 2008; cf . the link between intensity and sonority in spoken language, see Parker 2002 Parker , 2008 . This suggested physical link between sonority and acceleration forms the background to the present study. Descriptively, the main aim of the study is to find out how many acceleration peaks signed syllables can include and how these peaks are distributed in longer transition-syllable-transition sequences. Theoretically, the aim is to investigate specifically the hypothesis according to which the physical manifestation of a sonority peak is an acceleration peak. The data of the study is motion capture data that comes from Finnish Sign Language and consists altogether of circa 52 seconds of continuous monologue signing. Motion capture data is considered today to be the most accurate type of data available for phonetic signed language research, although the number of studies that have specifically taken advantage of it has been rather low (e.g. Wilbur 1990a; Wilcox 1992; Tyrone et al. 2010 ). This has obviously been caused by limitations in the availability and accessibility of the necessary technology and by the fact that processing the multidimensional numerical data is extremely laborous. A factor perhaps also explaining the small number of motion capture studies into signed lamguage may also be that data recorded in laboratory settings does not represent completely natural signing. In the present study, the data consists entirely of continuous signing and it falls, therefore, at the more natural end of the motion capture data continuum. Moreover, as far as the author of the present paper is aware of, the present data is also the largest collection of continuous motion capture data that has been used in the study of the signed syllable so far.
The structure of the article is as follows. Section 2 outlines in more detail the theoretical underpinning of the study by discussing the phonological and phonetic nature of the signed syllable as well as sonority and its physical basis in acceleration. Section 3 presents in detail the processing of the data and the results of the present study. Section 4 discusses the results in the wider context of, for example, signed syllable research, and section 5 concludes the paper.
2. The notions of syllable and sonority 2.1. The syllable Most work on the signed syllable has been done in the theoretical framework of generative phonology (Kenstowicz 1994) . Within this framework, one very influential view of the syllable has been that it is a unit consisting prototypically of a few static and dynamic segments -defined as periods of time when the articulator holds a posture or is in motion, respectively -the latter type (i.e. dynamic segments) functioning as the structural core of the syllable (see Figure 1a ). This segmental syllable has been given slightly different phonological representations depending on the phonological model. For example, in Sandler's (1989) Hand Tier model, it has been described as an LML sequence (i.e. Location-Movement-Location; Sandler 1993) whereas in Perlmutter's (1992) Mora model it has been represented as a sequence of consecutive P, M, and P segments (i.e. Position-Movement-Position).
In general, the segmental view of the signed syllable posits that the signed syllable is a unit resembling the spoken syllable, the latter typically consisting of consonants (C) and vowels (V) (e.g. CVC). It has been argued that this structural isomorphism also covers the internal composition of the syllable. This means that, like spoken syllables, signed syllables are also taken to be analysable into units such as onset (the first static segment) and rhyme (the dynamic and static segments following the first segment). Alternatively, the internal composition of the signed syllable has been described in terms of morae (the first two segments have typically been counted as the first mora and the final segment as the second mora).
In another mainstream phonological view of the signed syllable, an opposing stand on the structure of the syllable has been taken. This view was first fully introduced by Brentari (1998) in her Prosodic model and it is based on the claim that the relationship between the signed and spoken syllable is not so much a formal but rather a functional one. First, according to Brentari, the syllable is not a segmental unit (in the sense of consisting of static and dynamic segments) but is, rather, most easily characterised as one sequential phonological movement. Second, in this view, the internal composition of the syllable is not considered to be isomorphic with the spoken syllable but rather the syllable is argued to have a more paradigmatic internal structure (see Figure 1b) . Specifically, Brentari considers the syllable to be composed internally of weight units, the number of which correlates with the complexity of the phonological movement: the more complex the syllable's movement, the more weight units there are per syllable. Complex movements are defined by Brentari as movements involving more than one co-occurring local or path movement; a movement involving a single local or path movement is simple in Brentari's terms.
The two views outlined above provide alternative phonological representations of the same empirical unit.
1 In the present study, the latter non-segmental view of the phonological nature of the signed syllable is considered to be more accurate and, when necessary, phonological judgements relating to the syllable are grounded on it. This decision is based mainly on experimental evidence relating to the structure of the syllable. The view that there are any sort of static or dynamic segments in the signed syllable, much less an onset-rhyme dichotomy, seems unreasonable, for example, in the light of the tapping experiment conducted by Wilbur and Allen (1991) : in their experiment, rhythmical beats were not associated with any particular part of signed syllables, as they are with spoken language (i.e. with the border between onset and rhyme). The research on backward signing by Wilbur and Petersen (1997) further supports the non-segmental view of the syllable: Wilbur and Peterson's study suggests that there is no spoken syllable-like information-carrying disparity between the beginning and the end of the syllable (i.e. between the onset and the coda) but rather that both the beginning and the end of the syllable carry an equal information load. This view is inherently built into Brentari's non-segmental approach to the signed syllable.
As most work on the signed syllable has been phonologically oriented, little is known about the phonetic nature of the syllable. However, because the perspective of this study is primarily phonetic, it is essential to discuss three issues relating to the phonetic syllable. These may be encapsulated in the following three questions: How is FIGURE 1. The two mainstream views of the syllable in sign language phonology. Diagram a) shows a schematic representation of the prototypical signed syllable in Sandler's (1989) Hand Tier model with an internal structure corresponding to the onset-rhyme structure found in the spoken syllable. Diagram b) shows the schematic representation of the same prototypical (simple) syllable in Brentari's (1998) Prosodic model. Inherent features define the simultaneously realising static properties. Prosodic features define sequentially realising dynamic movement properties.
the number of syllables in a sign stream calculated? What is the phonetic domain of the syllable like? What is the nature of the borders of the phonetic syllable? Each of these questions is dealt with separately in the following sections.
Counting the number of syllables
Few guidelines exist for the purpose of counting the number of syllables in a sign stream. However, one that directly addresses this question is presented by Brentari (1998) . On the basis of several previous segmental and non-segmental studies into the signed syllable (e.g. Wilbur and Allen 1991; Perlmutter 1992; Sandler 1993; Brentari 1995) , she gives the following guide to syllable counting (Brentari 1998: 6):
(1) a. The number of sequential phonological dynamic units in a string equals the number of syllables in that string. i. When several shorter dynamic units co-occur with a single dynamic element of longer duration, the longer unit is the one to which the syllable refers. ii.
When two or more dynamic units are contemporaneous, they count as one syllable. b.
If a structure is a well-formed syllable as an independent word, it must be counted as a syllable word-internally.
Brentari's criteria for counting syllables are used as a rough guide to count syllables in the present study. However, the criteria are not phonetic in the strict sense. This is because, according to criterion a, the identification of syllables requires one to use phonological knowledge that, in turn, is always somehow model-dependent (cf. the two categorically different phonological views of the syllable presented above).
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Despite this, the criteria nevertheless have direct and important phonetic implications. One of these is that transitional movements in between syllables (and, e.g., fidgets) are not counted as syllables (see criterion a). Not all studies have treated transitional movements in this way (see Wilbur and Nolen 1986; Wilbur and Allen 1991) , but currently the mainstream view acknowledges the non-phonological and, consequently, also non-syllabic status of transitions (e.g. Perlmutter 1990; Wilbur 1990a Wilbur , 1990b Wilcox 1992; van der Hulst 1993; Sandler 1993; Brentari 1998) . Another implication (see criterion b) is that monosyllables can be identified directly by using the different phonetic sign identification methods devised recently for the purpose, for example, of annotating signs in large video-based sign language corpora (e.g. Crasborn and Zwitserlood 2008; Johnston 2009; Jantunen 2010; Mesch 2010) . This idea that monosyllables can be identified by using phonetic sign identification criteria has been extended to the study of the signed syllable before (e.g. Wilbur and Nolen 1986) and it is partially applied to the identification of syllables also in the present study (see section 3.1). arc-shaped movement of the hand.
In principle, the articulatory events listed in a, b, and e can also characterise transitional movements, but as explained in the previous section, transitional movements are not counted as syllables here. An important issue when considering the phonetic domain of the signed syllable is its temporal duration. Working within the segmental view of the syllable and considering transitions, too, to be syllables, Wilbur and Nolen (1986) found that the duration of American Sign Language syllables varies a lot depending, for example, on the signing situation. In their study, the grand mean duration of syllables (total n= 3072) was found to be 293.7 msec (SD=32.2). In more natural conversational settings the duration of syllables (n=889) was generally shorter, with a mean of 249.7 msec (SD=161.6), whereas in less natural elicitation settings the mean duration of syllables was longer, from 292.1 (SD=208.4) in phrases and compounds (n=359) to 360.7 msec (SD=210.0) in citation forms (n=245). Wilbur and Nolen have also shown that the existence of syllable-final static segments significantly increases the overall duration of syllables (which explains the rather large standard deviations in the three subsets of the data), and that American Sign Language syllables group durationally into statistically different classes of short, long, and extra long syllables.
There have been no previous studies into syllable duration that exclude transitions. However, calculations (not relating to the current main research question) based on the ELAN (EUDICO Linguistic Annotator developed at the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen, The Netherlands, see http://www.latmpi.eu/tools/elan/ and Crasborn and Sloetjes 2008) time codes of the present data, including 133 syllables and 127 transitions (see section 3.1 for a more detailed description of the data), give the mean duration of 189.1 msec (SD=124.7) for syllables and 146.5 msec (SD=99.7) for transitions. This indicates that in Finnish Sign Language syllables are roughly 25 percent longer than transitions. The difference is statistically very significant (p=0.0027; two-tailed, unpaired t test). Phonologically, the borders of linguistic units such as syllables and signs are always represented as clear-cut and categorical. To some extent this convention also holds for phonetic study. This is evidenced, for example, by the user interfaces of annotation programs such as ELAN, which require the annotator to decide the beginnings and ends of linguistic units to the precision of one thousandth of a second. However, studies concerning, for example, sign language co-articulation (e.g. Ojala, Salakoski, and Aaltonen 2009; Ojala 2010) have shown among other things that the different components in signs (e.g. handshape and place of articulation) are not exactly timealigned but rather that they occur with short periods of overlap (cf. also assimilation processes, e.g. Liddell and Johnson 1989) . From this perspective, linearly determined units such as phonetic syllables are never sharply segmentable.
Nevertheless, practical work often requires one to slice the sign stream into clear cut temporal units. In the present study, the slicing of syllables is done by observing changes in the direction of the movement of the index finger of the dominant hand. The reason for choosing the dominant hand as the main articulator over the non-dominant hand lies in the simple fact that of the two manual articulators, the dominant hand is undeniably visually the most prominent one, except in the marginal case of ambidextrous signers. Moreover, even in the cases of two-handed signs, the movement of the non-dominant hand is dependent on the dominant hand: it either performs restricted movements with respect to the dominant hand or acts as a place of articulation for it (Battison 1978) . 4 Fixing on the index finger as the main component of the dominant hand is supported by several phonetic studies. For example, research conducted by Ojala (2010) and her group (Ojala, Salakoski, and Aaltonen 2009; Ojala and Salakoski 2009) has shown that it is mainly the index finger that is responsible for controlling rhythm and speed in signing; this is argued to be the case in both one and two-handed signs. Additionally, the decision to specifically focus on the index finger is motivated by the fact that the tip of the index finger has also been chosen as the main point of reference in previous motion capture studies (e.g. Wilbur 1990a; Wilcox 1992) .
Given the fact that phonetic borders are fuzzy by definition, the present method of slicing the sign stream into syllables and transitions (for more details, see section 3.1) is not assumed to be able always to pick out sequences corresponding exactly to the total durations of the syllables. However, it is believed that the method captures enough of the syllable. By analogy to the terminology of gesture research (e.g. Kita, van Gijn, and van der Hulst 1998), these identified syllable sequences may be considered to be strokes of the syllable, the stroke in general being the most important part of the gesture.
Sonority -the basics
The notion of the syllable is empirically grounded on the notion of sonority, understood typically as perceptual salience (e.g. Ohala and Kawasaki 1984; Ohala 1990; Brentari 1998; Sandler and Lillo-Martin 2006) . In practice, this means that syllables are generally defined as units that include only one sonority peak. In spoken syllables these sonority peaks identify prototypically with vowels that, as a natural class, and as opposed to consonants, are characterised by an inherently high intensity and loudness (Parker 2002 (Parker , 2008 . It has often been argued that the high perceptivity of vowels is caused by their articulatory characteristics: vowels are produced with a relatively open vocal tract in which the larynx produces a stronger and thus better perceived signal. This is not the case with consonants, whose production always involves a closure of some sort.
It is also argued that in the prototypical spoken syllable, the consonant and vowel segments are organised in cycles so that their sonority values first increase and then decrease (e.g. Blevins 1995; Parker 2008). As a typological generalisation, this sonority cycle view of the spoken syllable has stood the test of time well, but language-specifically there are certain well-known exceptions to it. One such exception comes from English and deals with monosyllabic words beginning (and ending) with the consonant clusters /sp st sk/: the word spill, for example, includes two sonority peaks since the inherent loudness, or sonority value, of segments /s/ and /i/ is higher than the loudness of the segments or the parts of the signal immediately preceding and following them. Separate language-specific solutions have been devised for these problems (for English, see e.g. Fudge 1969), and there is also some controversy surrounding the prosodic status of /s/ in clusters of this type (i.e. the /s/ may not be part of any syllable; see Goad 2011).
It has been claimed that in the signed syllable, the sonority peak can be identified with the movement component. This treatment of the movement as the most perceivable moment in signing has been accepted by all mainstream signed syllable researchers (e.g. Corina 1990; Perlmutter 1992; Sandler 1993; Brentari 1998) and, consequently, it forms the current empirical basis of signed syllable research. Paradoxically, the high sonority of movements has never been tested directly. However, several phonetic studies (e.g. Allen, Wilbur, and Schick 1991; Wilcox 1992; Crasborn 2001) provide indirect support for the claim. For example, in their study of rhythm in American Sign Language, Allen, Wilbur and Schick (1991) found that the rhythmical beats, i.e. "those events that are felt to be more forcefully produced and around which the other events in the sequence are organized" (Allen, Wilbur and Schick 1991: 197) , are associated with sign-internal movements. The link between salience and movement has also been strengthened by the general research that has been carried out into visual perception (e.g. Bruce and Green 1990); the research suggests, among other things, that movement enhances the possibility of perceiving the object, and that movement contributes positively to the identification of the object.
Articulatorily, sonority in signed language has not been investigated to the same extent as in spoken language. Nevertheless, most syllable studies are based on the view that sonority correlates articulatorily with the proximality of the joint used in the production of the movement (for an opposite view, see Edmondson 1990). According to this view, movements produced from more proximal (or larger) joints of the arm are more sonorous than movements produced from distal (or smaller) joints because proximal joints are able to produce larger and thus more visible -i.e. better perceived -movements than distal joints. Most recently this view has been formalised by Brentari (1998) in her non-segmental model of the signed syllable. However, the idea that larger joints produce more sonorous movements is inherently present also in segmental syllable models (e.g. Perlmutter 1992; Sandler 1993). From a kinematic perspective, the idea that larger movements are more sonorous is equal to claiming that sonority correlates with displacement. This view is discussed briefly in section 4.3.
The existence of sonority cycles in signed syllables has been discussed in phonological studies. Opinions about it have differed categorically, depending on the model that has been used to describe the syllable. By analogy with the overall organisational principle of the spoken syllable, the segmental view of the signed syllable holds that signed syllables too can be understood in such a way that their segments form rising and falling sonority cycles. According to this view, static segments have, by definition, lower sonority than dynamic segments. In contrast, the non-segmental view of the syllable recognises no such cycles. The obvious reason for this is the fact that in this view there are no categorically different types of segments in the syllable. (For an overview, see Brentari 1998; also Corina and Sandler 1993.) Importantly, common to both current mainstream approaches to the signed syllable is that transitional movements are excluded from the discussion of sonority. In other words, it is the syllable with its movement as a whole that is accepted as either including or being the most sonorous part of the sign stream.
Acceleration as a physical candidate for sonority
In spoken language, sonority has been argued to correlate with several physical characteristics. For example, Ohala and Kawasaki (1984) consider sonority to correlate with a set of acoustic magnitude, rate, and stimulus-dependent parameters, each contributing differently to the salience of the signal. Parker (2008), on the other hand, associates spoken language sonority acoustically with intensity and generalises sonority peaks to correlate with sound level protrusions. In the present study, the conception of the physical basis of signed language sonority, explained below, resembles in many respects Parker's.
In her discussion of American Sign Language syllables, Wilbur (1990b) lists several physical candidates for the basis of signed language sonority. According to her, these all relate to movement and include, for example, velocity, acceleration, and force. In other phonetic studies, the second one of these -acceleration, generally defined as a change in velocity over time -has been explicitly linked with high salience. Wilcox's (1992) study on American Sign Language finger-spelling showed that perception is enhanced by an increase in movement velocity (i.e. acceleration). Wilbur (1990a), on the other hand, showed that when a sign is stressed -that is, made extra salient -significant changes are seen in its acceleration. Other more general studies into motion perception (Shaw and Cutting 1980; Wolfe, Kluender, and Levi 2008) have further strengthened this connection.
The link between acceleration and high salience can be partially understood from the perspective of motion perception. To put it briefly, motion perception is defined as the process of inferring the speed and direction of elements in a scene based, for example, on visual input. A fundamental phase in this process is the perception of the motion of an object on the basis of its difference in luminance (cf. brightness) from the background. In the process, acceleration -both speeding up and slowing down, the latter of which is often called deceleration -plays an important part: periods of acceleration of the moving object make the object (i.e., its luminance difference) stand out more from the background. The resulting effect is a division of the motion into shorter sequences, or "pulses".
5 (E.g. Shaw and Cutting 1980; Wolfe, Kluender, and Levi 2008.) Recently, Luck and Sloboda (2008) have established a direct link between acceleration peaks and high salience. In their kinematic perception study on conducting gestures they found that events that are felt to be more forcefully produced (i.e. visual beats) are communicated first and foremost by peaks of acceleration, deceleration included. For example, in an experiment in which participants synchronised key presses with point-light representations of simple conducting gestures, visual beat induction was related primarily to acceleration along the trajectory of gestures. Another experiment in which the curvature component of the gestures was held constant largely supported this finding. In the study, velocity, a time-derivative that is one step lower, was found to affect perception positively too, but in general its role in the perception of the visual beat of gestures was not found to be as great as that of acceleration. Moments when the hand changed direction were not found to correlate directly with high salience (cf., e.g., the junctures of syllables and transitions).
Previous studies strongly suggest that acceleration is the primary candidate for the physical basis of sonority in signed language. Moreover, the pioneering study by Luck and Sloboda (2008) implies that sonority correlates directly with moments when the amount of acceleration is at its highest. Although it may not be the whole truth that signed language sonority is defined solely by a single physical feature (see e.g. Wilbur 1990a), it is nevertheless reasonable to formulate the following hypothesis on the grounds of this link between acceleration and salience: The physical manifestation of a sonority peak is an acceleration peak. This hypothesis, labelled here as the Acceleration Peak Hypothesis, is tested in this study, which is presented in the following section.
The study
The empirical research question of the present study is the number and distribution of acceleration peaks in contextual syllables. The results are interpreted in terms of the Acceleration Peak Hypothesis, introduced in the previous section (2.3). The hypothesis will be considered to be supported if the results show that there is always only one acceleration peak in a syllable and no peaks in transitions. In all other cases the hypothesis will be considered not to be supported.
Data
The data for the present study comes from Finnish Sign Language and consists of about 52 seconds of continuous autobiographical monologue describing a winter-time cycling incident near Jyväskylä University, Finland (see Appendix 1 for a glossed and translated version of the story). The main character of the story is the narrator himself, who is a native deaf signer holding a post as a teacher of Finnish Sign Language at Jyväskylä University. Although the story as such is a monologue, it was signed in a dialogue type of situation to another native Finnish Sign Language signer sitting opposite the narrator. Several other hearing persons, including the author of the present paper, were also present, controlling the recording equipment and giving instructions. The main language used to communicate with the participants in the experiment was Finnish Sign Language (L2 for the hearing participants, including the author of the present paper).
The data was recorded in the Motion Capture Laboratory of the Department of Music at the University of Jyväskylä in the autumn of 2010. The recording was done with one digital video camera and eight infrared cameras, the latter part of the motion tracking system of the laboratory. The video camera was a standard digital camera shooting at a speed of 25 fps. The camera faced the narrator, and the distance between the two was 3.2 meters. The actual motion capturing was done with eight ProReflex cameras, physically attached to the laboratory ceiling in a symmetrical formation. The cameras were controlled through the Qualisys Motion Tracking system and shot at a speed of 120 Hz (120 fps). Each camera recorded data from altogether 20 small ballshaped markers that were attached to the signer's body, as shown in Figure 2 . The head had four markers at the level of the forehead; each arm and hand had seven markers in the main joint positions (the shoulder, elbow, ulnar and radial wrist joint, the most proximal joint of the index finger, the tip of the index finger, and the tip of the thumb); and the upper torso had two markers, one in the middle of the chest and one on the back. Although a total of 20 markers did the recording, only the data from the marker attached to the tip of the right (i.e. the signer's dominant hand) index finger was used in the present study. The justification for this is presented in section 2.1.3. The recorded data was first pre-processed in the Qualisys system by an experienced assistant who attached a distinct body part identity to each marker. After this, the raw data was further pre-processed with MatLab software by filling in any gaps that might have occurred during the recording. This standard procedure was done by using a specific algorithm included in the MoCap Toolbox (ver. 1.2.1), developed by researchers in the Department of Music at the University of Jyväskylä for the purpose of the kinematic analysis of motion capture data (Toiviainen and Burger 2010). The same toolbox was also used later in the actual MatLab processing of the data.
Following these initial steps, the numeric data representing the threedimensional locations of the dominant hand index finger tip marker was extended by the addition of specific time codes and was imported into ELAN annotation software together with the video data recorded by the digital video camera. In ELAN, the location data and video data were synchronised, after which all the signs included in the story were identified on the basis of the video in accordance with the following phonetic sign identification criteria (cf. section 2.1.1):
A sign begins on the video frame that immediately precedes the frame in which the dominant hand first shows movement away from the initial location of the sign; if the sign includes only a movement executed from the wrist or finger joints, the beginning of a sign corresponds to the frame that immediately precedes the frame in which the initial handshape or orientation of the dominant hand first starts to change. A sign ends at the frame immediately following the frame in which the global movement of the dominant hand has reached its end or in which the dominant hand still holds a posture or a hand configuration of the sign.
Using these preliminary video-based annotations as reference points, the beginning and end locations of signs were then determined once again by relying on the graphic information about the precise locations of the index finger marker, displayed in ELAN's track panels. In practice, the beginnings and ends of signs were re-tuned on the basis of changes occurring in the direction of the movement of the dominant hand, detectable through the highest and lowest peaks of location-time curves. This method is demonstrated in Figure 3 . Altogether, 117 signs were identified by the method described above. These signs were then divided into syllables following Brentari's (1998) rough syllable counting criteria (see section 2.1.1) and other phonetic syllable identification cues (see sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3). In the case of monosyllabic signs, the beginnings and ends of phonetic syllables were considered to correspond to the beginnings and ends of already determined phonetic signs. For multi-syllables, the method described above, based on the three dimensional location data, was applied to determine the sign-internal syllable boundaries (see also Figure 3 ). In the end, a total of 133 syllables were identified from the data. The ratio of 1.14 syllables per sign morpheme demonstrates well the known characteristics of signed language to favour monosyllables (e.g. Wilbur 1990b; Jantunen 2007).
At this point the mechanical step of identifying and annotating transitions between syllables was also performed. This was done automatically with ELAN's "Create Annotations from Gaps..." function. The total number of automatically identified annotations was 129. The fact that this figure is lower than that for the number of syllables (133) is explained by the few multisyllabic bidirectional signs (e.g. RIDE-BICYCLE) and compounds (e.g. UNIVERSITY, literally 'graduate student' + 'house' in Finnish Sign Language) that have no transitional movement in between the syllables.
For the purpose of detailed qualitative analysis it was necessary to divide the data into more processable chunks. This was done in two steps. First, only those syllables that phonologically included only one weight unit (i.e. a simple movement) and in which the movement was phonologically categorisable as a straight path movement were retained for further analysis. The number of such syllables that remained was 72. Second, because the present study was designed to focus on FIGURE 3. A screenshot from ELAN demonstrating the interplay between the threedimensional location data (displayed in track panels for dimensions x, y and z) and sign and syllable annotations (displayed on the second and third tier). The screenshot shows, for example, how the beginning of the disyllable PILE-UP-ON-THE-GROUND, containing two slowly rightward moving up-from-down movements of the dominant hand (i.e. syllables), identifies with the lowest peak of the curve representing the vertical z-axis locations of the tracked marker (the bottom track panel). The end of the sign/the last syllable identifies with the highest peak.
contextual and continuous signing, the remaining data from the first stage of selection was further reduced to contain only sequences that included five or more consecutive syllables and their transitions. Four such sequences were found, each including five to six syllables. Three sequences included one disyllabic sign and one sequence included two disyllables; all other syllables were monosyllables. These four sequences, shown in Appendix 1, were used as the main research material in the present study.
The actual processing of the research material was done in MatLab (Macintosh Intel version R2009b) with the MoCap Toolbox (version 1.2.1) installed. To facilitate the finding of the right sequences from the numeric data in MatLab, the beginning and end frames of signs, syllables, and transitions, calculated automatically from the motion capture data in ELAN, were used. That the numerical data sequenced in this way actually corresponded to sign, syllable, and transition sequences was later evaluated by creating MatLab animations from three randomly chosen numerical sign sequences. In all cases the beginnings and ends of the animated sign sequences were judged to be correctly determined.
The main research material was approached qualitatively in terms of smaller transition-syllable-transition sequences (tst-sequences), the total number of which was 22. First, the location data on all three dimensions of the tracked index finger marker were graphically plotted for each tst-sequence. After this, the first two time derivatives -velocity and acceleration -were calculated on the basis of the location data, and also all three dimensions of this data were plotted for each tst-sequence. Vertical lines were added to all graphical plots to mark syllable-transition boundaries FIGURE 4. Nine graphs representing all three dimensions (x 'horizontal', y 'depth', z 'vertical') of the location (top row), velocity (middle row), and acceleration (bottom row) vectors of tst-sequences number 1 and 2, forming the disyllable PILE-UP-ON-THE-GROUND. In the graphs, the vertical lines indicate the borders of syllables and transitions. The total domain represented in the graphs is one tstst-sequence. and the graphs were saved as files to be used later to support the analysis stage. An example of the nine plots for the combined sequence of tst-sequences 1 and 2 is given in Figure 4 (see Figure 14) .
Instead of working laboriously with three different dimensions at the same time, it was decided to collapse the location, velocity, and acceleration data into single dimensions. This was achieved by further calculating, plotting, annotating and saving into files the magnitudes (i.e. lengths, or Euclidean Norms) of location, velocity, and acceleration vectors for each tst-sequence. An example of the three plots for the two tst-sequences presented in Figure 4 is given in Figure 5 (see Figure 14) .
In the present study, the locations of acceleration peaks in tst-sequences were identified by visually observing graphs representing the magnitudes of acceleration vectors (i.e. the bottom graph in Figure 5 ). In these graphs the peaks were taken to correspond to the parts of the curves in which a rising slope changed into a falling slope. The nature of such a peak as either a literal acceleration peak or as a deceleration peak was determined on the basis of the graphs describing velocity magnitude (i.e. speed). If the peak value in the acceleration magnitude graph was temporally aligned with the rising slope of the velocity magnitude graph (i.e. during speeding up), the peak was identified as a literal acceleration peak (i.e. the first peak FIGURE 5. Three graphs representing the magnitudes (i.e. lengths, or Euclidean Norms) of location (top row), velocity (middle row), and acceleration (bottom row) vectors of tstsequences number 1 and 2 (disyllable PILE-UP-ON-THE-GROUND). In the graphs, the vertical lines indicate the borders of syllables and transitions. The total domain represented in the graphs is one tstst-sequence.
in the first syllable of the disyllabic sign plotted in the bottom graph of Figure 5 ). On the other hand, if the peak value in the acceleration magnitude graph occurred during the falling slope of the velocity magnitude graph (i.e. during slowing down), the peak was identified as a deceleration peak (i.e. the second peak in the first syllable of the disyllabic sign plotted in the bottom graph of Figure 5 ). Unclear cases were solved on the basis of numerical data in MatLab. The three-dimensional plots were used to further support the analysis.
Two methodological remarks need to be made with regard to the present data. The first relates to the representation of the borders of syllables and transitions in this study. These borders are now treated and represented as being easily sliceable. However, as pointed out in section 2.1.3, phonetic borders are never clear-cut, due to the continuous co-articulation. Consequently, despite the methodological requirements imposed by the practical tools, all syllable-transition borders in the present study must be interpreted as being fuzzy, even if the syllabic sequences are still considered to represent the strokes of syllables.
The second remark concerns the overall manner the present data was analysed. It must be emphasized that, although the data is inherently numerical and the descriptive research question of the study calls for the identification of the number of acceleration peaks in syllables, the primary research method of the study -the visual observation of the acceleration peak curves -is still a qualitative one. A proper statistical analysis would have required more syllables from more signers.
Results
An overview of the results concerning the occurrence of acceleration peaks in tstsequences is given below in Table 1 . The main descriptive result of the study was that both the number of acceleration peaks in syllables and their distribution varied considerably. In the 22 syllables that were analysed, the number of peaks was found to be between zero and three. Peaks were also found in transitions preceding and following the syllables. Furthermore, the highest peaks of acceleration in tst-sequences were found to occur with both syllables and transitions (see Table 1 ).
In general, the results show that acceleration is a factor present in most syllables. Theoretically, however, the results do not straightforwardly support the Acceleration Peak Hypothesis presented in section 2.3. The consequences of this for the study of signed language are discussed in section 4. However, before turning to these consequences, we will first have a more detailed qualitative look at the syllableinternal peaks.
Zero peak syllables
An example of the acceleration magnitude graph of a zero peak syllable is given in Figure 6 . The syllable in question forms the monosyllabic sign LOOK-AT-AS-SHE-WALKS-BY (tst 13), represented by frames from the actual data in Figure 7 . The monosyllable depicts iconically (through partial blending, see Liddell 2003) the main character's head and eyes slowly turning and following a woman passing the cycling incident scene in the story (see Appendix 1). The movement of the dominant hand is steady and prolonged, which makes the syllable different from the movements of most of the other syllables in the story. As can be seen from the graph in Figure 6 , the acceleration magnitude curve is a nearzero flat line during almost the whole duration of the syllable. 6 In other words, apart from the immediate beginning and end of the syllable, marked by the vertical lines in Figure 6 , there is practically no acceleration involved in the production of the syllable, and the situation stays constant during the whole unit. This fact is also coded in the flat and near-zero curve in the velocity magnitude (speed) graph. In the tst-sequence, the main peaks of acceleration clearly occur during the preceding and following transitions. Of the two peaks, the first shown on the left side of the Figure 6 , before the beginning of the syllable, is a deceleration peak, and the second one, shown on the right side of the Figure 6 after the end of the syllable, occurs during the subsequent speeding up phase of the dominant hand index finger marker.
It is likely that having zero peaks in this particular syllable is related to the specific temporal nature of the event the monosyllable iconically represents. A similar yet slightly upward directed acceleration magnitude curve is present also in the monosyllabic tst-sequence (tst 11) occurring one sign before the syllable discussed above. This monosyllable is glossed as UPRIGHT-PERSON-WALKS-BY and it represents the woman walking by the incident scene slowly. 7 The number of peaks in the syllable is zero, and the acceleration peaks again occur during the preceding and following transitions. In this case the total number of peaks is four, the first two associating with the syllable-preceding transition and the last two with the syllablefollowing transition. Of the four peaks, only the third one occurs during the speeding up phase, the other three being deceleration peaks.
Zero peak syllables can also be found in signs whose form is more arbitrary. One example of such a syllable is the very short (less than 60 msec) second syllable of the disyllable COMPARE. In this syllable the acceleration magnitude curve, which is generally directed upwards, does not form a peak, although there is a slight bump in the curve at the point where the speed of the index finger marker approaches the minimum.
One peak syllables
In the research material (n=22), the total number of syllables which had only one acceleration peak was 10. An example of the acceleration magnitude graph of one such syllable is given in Figure 8 . The syllable in question is a monosyllabic first person index finger pointing sign, ME (tst 3), represented with captured frames in Figure 9 . FIGURE 8. Acceleration magnitude graph of the monosyllable ME (tst 3). In the graph, the vertical lines indicate the border of the syllable and its preceding and following transition.
As can be seen from the Figure 8 , the syllable-internal peak (between the two vertical lines) is not a steep one but a gentle slope which lasts practically the whole duration of the syllable. It is a deceleration peak and it occurs just before the point of the FIGURE 9. The monosyllable ME represented by frames captured from the video. slowest speed of the index finger marker. There are two other peaks in the sequence, both occurring during the transition preceding the syllable (on the left part of the Figure 8 ). The first of these is also a deceleration peak; it is also the highest peak in the sequence. The second, a much lower peak in the initial transition, occurs during the speeding up phase of the index finger marker.
There was variation in whether the acceleration peak occurred during the speeding up or slowing down phase in the single peak syllables. In three cases the peak was identified with a speeding up phase, while in seven cases it was a deceleration peak. In the research material, all single peak monosyllables included a deceleration peak. This was most probably caused by the fact that they were all pointing signs ending with a clear stop.
Two peak syllables
An example of the acceleration magnitude graph of a two peak syllable is given in Figure 10 . This syllable is the monosyllabic sign NOTHING (tst 8), represented in a series of frames in Figure 11 . The first peak of the syllable (after the left vertical line in Figure 10 ) associates with the first half of the speeding up phase of the dominant hand index finger marker. The second peak (just before the right vertical line in Figure 10 ), on the other hand, occurs in the second half of the slowing down part and therefore identifies with deceleration. Of the two peaks, the deceleration peak (the second peak in Figure 10 ) has the highest value, indicating that the hand will be stopped rather abruptly. No peaks occur in the transitions preceding or following the syllable.
Six out of the seven two peak syllables in the research material included peaks in both speeding up and slowing down positions, in that order. In the remaining two peak syllable, both peaks occurred during the speeding up phase and were thus literal acceleration peaks. This particular syllable was the monosyllabic flat hand pointing verbal GO-TO-DIRECTION. The acceleration magnitude graph of the monosyllable is given in Figure 12 and its frame representation in Figure 13 . FIGURE 12. Acceleration magnitude graph of the monosyllable GO-TO-DIRECTION (tst 5). In the graph, the vertical lines indicate the border of the syllable and its preceding and following transition.
FIGURE 13. The monosyllable GO-TO-DIRECTION represented by frames captured from the video.
In Figure 12 , the first peak after the first vertical line is a gentle one and corresponds to the moment the hand starts to move forward and gain initial speed. The second, steeper peak before the second vertical line occurs towards the end of the syllable and is synchronised with the moment just preceding the moment when the flat hand in which all the fingers are outspread starts to change, due to co-articulation, to the initial pointing-type handshape of the immediately following UNIVERSITY sign. The increase of speed of the index finger marker at this point is most probably linked to the need to use extra force to initiate the anticipated handshape change. This conclusion is strengthened by analysis of the three-dimensional acceleration graphs, according to which the acceleration at this moment is mostly upward directed, corresponding to the direction of the beginning location of the sign UNIVERSITY. In general, this case demonstrates the fuzziness of the syllable-transition border.
The three peak syllable
There was one syllable in the research material that contained three acceleration peaks. This syllable is the second syllable of the disyllabic sign PILE-UP-ON-THE-GROUND, the acceleration magnitude graph of which is given in the bottom row of Figure 5 . The frame-representation of the disyllable is given in Figure 14 . Of the three peaks, the first (right after the beginning of the syllable, see the right half of the bottom graph in Figure 5 ) and the third ones (just before the end of the syllable) occur during the speeding up phase of the index finger marker whereas the second one (the middle peak) is a deceleration peak. The presence of the third (i.e. the last) peak of the syllable is explained in this case by the slight hyperextension of the wrist at the end of the articulation of the disyllable, and by the co-articulatory handshape change from a flat hand in which all fingers are spread to a pointing handshape in which the index finger only is extended from the fist. As was the case with the second peak in the syllable depicted in Figures 12 and 13 , the analysis of the third acceleration peak in the present syllable also demonstrates the fuzziness of the phonetic syllable-transition border.
The interplay between velocity and acceleration magnitudes (see Figure 5 ) during the transition between the two syllables of the disyllable PILE-UP-ON-THE-GROUND deserves further attention. In terms of velocity magnitude, syllables were typically characterised with a skewed or unskewed parabolic-shaped curve in which the main speeding up phase aligned with the first part of the upward directed slope and the slowing down phase with the end portion of the downward directed slope; peaks in acceleration magnitude graphs aligned with these moments. A similar parabolic-shaped velocity magnitude curve also characterises the sign-internal transition in the present disyllabic sign (see the center area of the middle graph in Figure 5 ). However, in this transition, the acceleration magnitude curve does not contain any peaks at all (see the center area of the bottom graph in Figure 5 ). This suggests that the production of the transition does not involve that much force (in a manner similar to syllables, the force understood in the sense of Newton's physics and measured, in the metric system, in Newtons), and that in this case the signinternal syllabic and transitional movements are qualitatively different in their motion characteristics. This seems not to be the case for all disyllables, nor for sign-external transitions in which acceleration and, accordingly, also force-peaks are detectable. Obviously, more research into the motion characteristics of transitions is needed.
Discussion

The number and distribution of acceleration peaks
The general research objectives of the present study were to find out how many acceleration peaks the 22 syllables in the present research material included and how, in general, these peaks were distributed in the transition-syllable-transition (tst) sequences. Concerning the peak count, the syllables were found to include from zero to three peaks. In the data, single peak syllables were narrowly the most typical type (n=10), double peak syllables also being common (n=7). Syllables with zero peaks (n=3) and three peaks (n=1) were less common. Distributionally, peaks were found to occur not only in syllables but also in transitions. The highest peaks were distributed equally between syllables and transitions.
Considering the distribution of acceleration peaks from the perspective of their inherent nature, most syllables in the research material contained a peak that occurred during a slowing down period of the marker (i.e. a deceleration peak; 14 out of 19 syllables that included a peak, see Table 1 ). Moreover, the peak was also always a deceleration peak in all the single peak monosyllables in the research material. This might seem to suggest that slowing down is a more important property of signed syllables than speeding up. However, we must not jump to such a conclusion on the basis of the present research material. The total sample contained a too limited number of syllable types (see below) to make such a generalisation and, more importantly, syllables that consisted solely of a speeding up peak or were peakless were also identified in the data.
A more persuasive interpretation of the high degree of occurrence of slowing down peaks in the data is that slowing down is, among other things, a natural effect of the movement of the hand coming to a stop. As was noted in section 3.2.2, all single peak monosyllables in the research material were cases in which the end-stop was very prominent. Although the current research material did not include any single peak monosyllables in which the acceleration peak occurred during the speeding up phase, the existence of such syllables is strongly predicted by the fact that such syllables were found in disyllabic signs.
In some cases acceleration peaks seemed to occur very close to the fuzzy border between the syllable and a transition, or even on this border. In all the unclear cases the decision to count the peak as either syllable-internal or syllable-external was made on the basis of numerical motion capture data. Following this method, a clear solution was always reached. However, because of the assumption that the present method does not necessarily always identify the exact total linear domains of syllables, but rather their strokes (see section 2.1.3), some syllable-external peaks in the very vicinity of syllable borders may actually be syllable-internal. Should this be the case, the number of peaks in some syllables would be higher. (Note that this was not the case with any of the zero peak syllables in the research material.)
The Acceleration Peak Hypothesis
The theoretical task of the present study was to test the Acceleration Peak Hypothesis, according to which the physical manifestation of a sonority peak is an acceleration peak. The hypothesis would have required each syllable to include only one acceleration peak, and transitions to be peakless. However, since the study demonstrated that the number of peaks in syllables can vary from zero to three, and peaks were found also in transitions, the hypothesis is considered not to be supported by the present study.
The fact that the Acceleration Peak Hypothesis was not supported may be in part an effect of the conditions set to decide the validity of the hypothesis. The link between acceleration peaks and salience (and thus sonority) has been established in previous studies but it may be the case that not all acceleration peaks contribute equally to salience (and to sonority). For example, the height and the form (gentleness or steepness) of the peak may well affect the perceptual salience of the part of the signal including the peak. This factor was not investigated in the present study, mainly because it would have required the use of a more perceptually devised research setup (i.e. a synchronisation task of acceleration peaks and perceived beats) and equipment, and this was not available during the collection of the present data. However, the fact that the highest and the steepest acceleration peaks were found to occur during both syllables and transitions does not directly support this analysis, but further research on the issue is definitely needed.
Should it be the case that only some acceleration peaks contribute to perceptual salience and sonority, this would create the practical problem of deciding the appropriate levels and forms of these peaks. Another clear problem for this analysis would be the set of syllables containing no peaks at all, identified in the study. Interestingly, in the present research material some of these cases -for example, the sign UPRIGHT-PERSON-WALKS-BY -were clearly iconic, depicting forms that in some studies have been treated as being non-linguistic visual representations (e.g. CogillKoez 2000), resembling gestures. This has been used as grounds for arguing that such forms are not (at least fully) phonologically specifiable and, consequently, in the framework in which syllables are also phonological units, they do not count as syllables (e.g. Edmondson 2000; Jantunen 2007) . Despite the fact that in the present work these forms are treated as both lexical and phonological (for the reasons for this approach, see Liddell 2003 and Footnote 7 of the present paper), gesture analysis of these forms is still a possibility. As such, it would also be a partial solution to the problem zero peak syllables pose for analysis, in which only some acceleration peaks correspond to sonority peaks. However, the case of peakless syllables with a more arbitrary form (e.g. the second syllable in the sign COMPARE in the present research material) would still be left unsolved. More research also into the peakless syllables is needed.
The issues mentioned above concerning both transitions with acceleration peaks and syllables with no peaks may be approached from another perspective. If, for example, a more perceptually oriented kinematic study were to show that salience and, therefore, also sonority correlated most strongly with the highest and steepest acceleration peaks, which are both found also in transitions, and that all the zero peak syllables could be dealt with using phonetic or phonological rules, it might be possible to argue that transitions too are syllables. This view has been presented before by Wilbur and Nolen (1986) but currently in mainstream signed syllable research it is not considered to be a tenable one. In practice, this view posits that there is no qualitative difference in the motion characteristics of phonologically specifiable movements (here identified as syllables) and transitional movements. Currently, there is no large scale quantitative evidence to either support or reject this assumption but several small scale qualitative findings seem to speak against it. One that was discussed in the present paper concerned the transition between the two syllables in the disyllable PILE-UP-ON-THE-GROUND. This transition was proposed to include significantly less use of force (by not including acceleration, yet still containing a parabolic-shaped velocity magnitude curve), which made it very different from the surrounding syllable sequences in terms of its motion characteristics. If such instances were very common, they could be used as grounds for arguing that phonologically specifiable movements and transitions are physically different. This, in turn, could be an argument supporting the non-syllabic reading of transitions. Several other arguments for this reading have also been presented (e.g. Perlmutter 1990) but the issue still awaits for a specific study.
Alternatives to the physical basis of sonority in signed language
If sonority peaks in signed language do not physically equal acceleration peaks, as the present study suggests, it may be that sonority correlates directly with some other physical property. On the basis of the motion characteristics mentioned and briefly discussed in this paper (section 2.3), two alternative options would be velocity and force, both suggested also by Wilbur (1990b) . In Newton's physics, velocity is defined generally as the rate and direction of change in position of an object whereas force is the influence that causes the object (with a mass) to change its velocity (Schleihauf 2004) . Both velocity and force are directly linked with acceleration (the rate of change of velocity over time): acceleration (both positive and negative) is the result of the (positive or negative) use of force to change velocity.
Concerning velocity, syllables were indeed typically characterised by a parabolic-shaped velocity magnitude curve. However, in the study, similar curves were identified also from transitions (as the middle graph in Figure 5 illustrates). Moreover, syllables with no acceleration peaks (section 3.2.1) contained also a flat and near-zero velocity magnitude curve. All this suggests that velocity by itself is not enough to be equated as the physical basis for signed language sonority, although further direct research into the issue should obviously be conducted.
The case is similar with the force. The use of force was proposed to be a differentiating factor between syllables and sign-internal transition in at least one disyllabic sign in the present data (see Figure 5 ) but in general it does not qualify as an indisputable physical candidate for signed language sonority. The main logic behind this claim is that, although force is definitely involved in the production of syllables, it is also involved in the production of transitions (between signs) because they include acceleration (that requires the use of force). It also has to be taken into account that no direct evidence has so far linked force with high perceptual salience.
Yet another possible candidate for the physical basis of sonority, mentioned briefly in section 2.2, is displacement (cf. the top graph in Figure 5 ): all syllables include displacement of the articulator. The idea that displacement equals sonority is implicitly built into studies that approach sonority articulatorily, as a property that correlates with the proximality of a joint used in the production of the movement of the syllable (see section 2.2). However, what is unfortunate in this approach is thatagain -transitions are also characterised by displacement. Consequently, it is difficult to find any single feature (perhaps apart from acceleration) that would serve as even a moderately plausible physical basis for sonority.
An alternative option is that sonority in signed language is not captured by any single physical feature. Such an approach has been taken in a few studies into spoken language sonority. For example, Ohala and Kawasaki (1984) characterise the sonority of an acoustic signal as a set of magnitude, rate, and stimulus dependent parameters that together contribute in different ways to the salience of the signal. That sonority must be defined with a set of physical correlates may well be the case also in signed language (cf. Wilbur 1990b) . However, what the set of physical features would be for signed sonority is, at the moment, an open question.
Implications for the signed syllable
More hypothetical implications need to be discussed as well. One such would stem from the unfortunate case of signed language sonority continuing to retain its characteristics as a physically indefinable notion also in future studies. The most important consequence of this would perhaps be that signed syllable research could no longer be based on the traditional empirical link between syllable and sonority. As was mentioned in section 2.2, the idea that signed syllables are built around sonority peaks is today accepted by all mainstream signed syllable researchers; to depart from this idea would require at least some kind of rewiring of current syllable models. The breakage of the link between syllable and sonority might give reason to ask more critical questions as well: if the link between syllable and sonority is broken in signed language, it may be a reason to argue that the signed syllable, lacking the physically defined sonority peak, is best not termed a syllable at all.
The possibility that the unit here termed a signed syllable would be best not labelled a syllable at all is perhaps overly pessimistic. Apart from the sonority approach, there are also other reasons for calling the unit the syllable. One very influential one has been labelled the Babbling argument by Jantunen and Takkinen (2010) . This argument is based on studies which have investigated the pre-linguistic development of deaf children (e.g. Petitto and Marentette 1991) and it can be formulated as follows: a sequential dynamic unit formed around a phonological movement is a syllable because a deaf child starts to produce such units at the same time as hearing children start to produce syllabic babbling (e.g. dadadada) and because the phonological properties of such units are analogous to the properties usually associated with syllabic babbling (e.g. the use of repetition and a limited set of phonemic units). These units also develop into first signs in the same way syllabic babbling with hearing children develops into first words.
On the basis of the Babbling argument and other functional evidence (see Jantunen and Takkinen 2010), it remains justifiable to speak of syllables in signed language also in the hypothetical case that sonority remains a physically undefined notion. However, this does not exclude the possibility that the signed syllable is a unit categorically different from what the current phonetic approach has assumed. A plausible alternative would be that the syllable is not an empirical unit at all but rather a theoretically grounded abstract entity, used to express theory-dependent generalisations. This is the approach some researchers (cf. Ladefoged 1975; Blevins 1995) have taken towards the spoken syllable 8 and -as evidenced, for example, by the tradition of approaching the signed syllable mainly phonologically -the idea is to some degree also built into the foundations of current mainstream signed syllable research. This option is also partially supported by the present study. However, even this approach involves consequences for signed syllable research: if the signed syllable is an abstract theory-dependent unit, it is, by definition, not a suitable tool for a purely descriptively oriented linguist.
Conclusion
Acceleration is involved in the production of signed language syllables. There even seems to be a tendency in syllables to include a deceleration peak, and in many cases also a literal acceleration peak. However, as indicated by the qualitative analysis carried out in the present study, it is possible for the syllables to include acceleration peaks from zero to three and, furthermore, acceleration peaks also associate with nonsyllabic transitions. For these reasons, a single acceleration peak cannot be considered an unambiguous physical candidate for signed language sonority, contrary to the Acceleration Peak Hypothesis formulated and tested in the paper. Because alternative candidates such as velocity, force and displacement are also problematic in this sense, it still must be regarded as an open question what the physical correlate of sonorityor the set of such correlates -is in signed language.
In answering this question, more data should be collected, and from a larger number of signers. This work is already going on in the University of Jyväskylä but, due to the processing requirements of the motion capture data, it takes a lot of time and focus; compared to the relatively compact acoustic signal that can be segmented and analysed fairly quickly in terms of a waveform and spectrogram, sign languages require a different research setup with technology that has not yet been fully adapted to such tasks. However, the present study has shown that this can be done and it has also presented a methodology and technique for that. This is something that can be followed in subsequent studies.
Collecting more data is important also from the perspective of addressing the questions raised against the notion of the signed syllable. Larger corpus makes it possible not only to make wider generalisations on the physical basis of sonority but also on the empirical nature of the signed syllable. Ultimately the question is the following: is the signed syllable an empirically definable unit (in terms of sonority), or an abstract one? In this paper, the amount of data has allowed one to only speculate with the issue but in the future also this question must be tackled directly. In short, more phonetic research into both sonority and the syllable is needed. ME REMEMBER BEFORE ONE WINTER TIME SNOW FALL-DOWN-HEAVILY PILE-UP-ON-THE-GROUND tst1,tst2 ME tst3 HAVE-TO tst4 GO-TO-DIRECTION tst5 UNIVERSITY ME TEACH CULTURE BETWEEN COMMUNICATION ME RIDE-BICYCLE YES ME SKILL NO ME BIKE RIDE-BICYCLE-ON-THE-ROAD SURE SLIPPERY ME BIKE RIDE-BICYCLE-ON-THE-GROUND UNIVERSITY NEAR EXIST SWIM-HALL BUILDING-IS-AT-A-PLACE ME BIKE TRY ME RIDE-A-CURVE-WITH-BICYCLE MISTAKE SLIP-OVER-WITH-BICYCLE HARD SLIDE-ON-THE-GROUND ME FALL-DOWN-WITH-BICYCLE HOWEVER NO TROUBLE tst6,tst7 NOTHING tst8 ME tst9 LOOK-AROUND tst10 HAPPEN-BY-ACCIDENT SAME TIME ONE WOMAN WALK PERSON-WALKS-
TOWARDS ME LOOK-AROUND-AND-SEE-HER WANT SEE HOW HER-OWN REACTION SEE ME LOOK-AT-HER WOMAN UPRIGHT-PERSON-WALKS-BY FOCUSED-ON WALK UPRIGHT-PERSON-
WALKS-BY tst11 ME tst12 LOOK-AT-AS-SHE-WALKS-BY tst13 ME tst14 WONDER tst15,tst16 SHOULD-
IT-HAVE BELGIUM SURE PEOPLE IMMEDIATELY ASK ALRIGHT WHAT NOTHING UPRIGHT-
PERSON-WALKS-BY ME WONDER OK LET-IT-BE ME BIKE RIDE-TO-DIRECTION ME TEACH BEGIN ME HOW TEACH BEGIN SAME ME TELL THIS CULTURE CLASH ME BELGIUM PERSON tst17 COMPARE tst18,tst19 FINLAND tst20,tst21 ITS-OWN tst22 CULTURE I remember one winter when it had snowed heavily and I had to go to the university to teach intercultural communication. I went there by bike -although I was not very skilled in riding in the snow, and I knew it was very slippery -and near the swim hall I then made a mistake and fell down heavily with the bike. I did not hurt myself but when I was looking around I saw a woman walking towards me. I looked at her and saw her reaction: as I was looking at her she just continued to walk past me focused on walking as if nothing had happened! Should it have happened in Belgium people would have surely come to ask if I were alright; here this woman just walked by! But it was okay; I did not mind. I climbed back on the bike and rode to the university where I then started the class by telling this incident as an example of a culture clash.
Notes
1 The two views of the phonological syllable come directly from the two main ways currently taken to represent phonologically the movement component of signs. In segmental models (e.g. Liddell and Johnson 1989; Sandler 1989; Perlmutter 1992) , movements are considered to be dynamic segments. In non-segmental models (e.g. Brentari 1998), movements are taken to be autosegmental prosodic units, analogous to the contrastive tone found, for example, in Mandarin Chinese. Also movementless models have been proposed (e.g. van der Hulst 1993) but these are in a clear minority.
2 Using phonologically grounded criteria to count syllables in a sign stream requires one to assume a rather direct link between phonology and phonetics (see e.g. Ohala 1997). In the present study, this assumption is made and it is taken to be supported by the principles of Brentari's (1998) Prosodic model, used to ground phonological judgements in the study. That this is indeed the case is implied, for example, in the way the model treats the timing of the handshape and orientation change features and path movement features, as well as in the fact that the model is built to capture certain inherently phonetic phenomena (e.g. the weakening and strengthening phenomena of movements and the phrase-final lengthening of signs, see Brentari 1998; see also Sandler 1989 , Perlmutter 1992 and Crasborn 2001 .
